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grip sole
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InnoMake attachment
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obstacle detection

InnoMake
ONE STEP AHEAD

Regardless of the area of application,
InnoMake does not mark the user as visually
impaired or blind.

›Wearing high-tech without
attracting attention‹
The idea of InnoMake was to make the daily
life of visually impaired and blind people safer
by intelligent obstacle detection.
Furthermore, InnoMake can also simplify the
job of security organizations.

›InnoMake - In tune with the times‹
Using the InnoMake in a familiar and safe
environment, e.g. at home or at work, it can
also be used without primary aid, enabling
the user to use both hands freely.
Nevertheless, we have to point out that for
security reasons the use of a white cane and
/ or a guide dog stays essential, especially in
traffic.

That is how it works:
1. Choose your favorite modified shoes
2. Insert the InnoMake-attachment to your
shoes
3. Press the button to activate the system
4. Settings by a button or smartphone
5. Start walking

The InnoMake sends and receives ultrasound
signals while walking, using an innovative
algorithm. As a result, the system knows how
far away you are from an obstacle and warns
you up to 4 meters ahead.
With the accessible InnoMake - iOS – app, you
can configure, for example, how early and in
which way you want to be warned (vibration
inside the shoe, acoustically via smartphone).

›Innovation and high-tech united‹
In addition, you can activate the iMode, which
allows the system to pause automatically, for
example when you are sitting.
Use the InnoMake as a scanner to get
information about obstacles around you, by
moving your feet - so just go on it.

The warning system, including the battery,
is built in a water and dust-resistant case
in the front area of the shoe.
You won‘t even notice that you‘re wearing
high-tech equipment. Its seamless
integration into everyday life is further
enhanced by the shoe‘s firmware, which
intelligently deactivates and activates the
system.
This smart control mechanism means that
the built-in rechargeable batteries can easily
cope with an average daily routine and can
be fully recharged in just a few hours with the
micro USB cable provided.

›Customer Feedback‹

›Available Options‹
The InnoMake comes in sizes EU35 to EU48.
The following two options are available at the
same price:
Option 1:
Two InnoMake attachments (= electronics)
are supplied with a pair of high-quality
Waldviertler shoes. The Waldviertler shoes
can be freely selected from the available
range of models, sizes and colours.
Option 2:
Orthopedic shoemakers install the two
metal slots in the shoes provided by the
customer. The installation/ fitting and a pair
of InnoMake attachments are included in the
price.

•

„It‘s like having an extended sense of
touch. It lets me anticipate where I‘m
going and gives me more information
about my environment“, Emanuel, blind

•

„What I really like about it is that it
even detects obstacles when you are
approaching them at an angle”, Günter,
visually impaired

•

„The shoe and my guide dog are an
excellent combination, because my guide
dog avoids obstacles, while the shoe tells
me where they are“, Sami, blind

Feedback and videos of blind and visually
impaired people find here:
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